ONE NAME - A MULTITUDE
OF POSSIBILITIES

Environmental Sustainability
Issues within the Sheet Metal
Forming Industry
John Yarnall CEng, CEnv MISME

Pollution prevention, eco-efficiency, ecoinnovation may all be interpreted as steps in
the direction of environmental sustainability.
Compliance to new guidelines for industry, and
is now mandatory to meet environmental laws
and standards. These new laws now reflect on
how manufacturing impacts via its services and
products on the environment. The main
purpose of legislation is to make sure
that businesses that manufacture and sell
products are responsible for their end-of-life
environmental impact.

can conserve materials and reduce their
own costs. It is generally pleasing to not that most
raw sheet metal supply from Europe has
had some recycle processing already. But this is
not necessarily the case for sheet materials
purchased via Asia to produce product.
Dangerous Chemicals: The process to form
and fabricate sheet metal uses different solvent,
surface treatments, cutting agents and forming
oils. These chemical and oils are often toxic by
nature, and are hard to work with and difficult to
dispose of safely. This can create environmental
hazards within the manufacturing plant, and within
the local community. Researchers have been
looking into ways to minimise the impact of these
processing chemicals by investigation
suitable more eco-friendly alternatives that might
be substitutes.

Exploring Environmental Sustainability Issues
with sheet metal forming and fabrication.
Although it is a necessary part of modern
manufacturing, sheet metal and its fabrication it is
not an environmentally friendly industry. Over the
past several years, sheet metal technology
and techniques have created ‘greener processes’.
It’s easy to find examples of ways that the
industry has worked to consume less power, rely
less upon toxic chemicals, consume less
water, and to generate less waste.

Water Use: Sheet metal makers often need
to use water in various makeup fluids as dust
suppressants, coolant/ process lubrication, and
cleaner. In some areas, this reliance upon fresh
water adds an expense and even puts a drain
upon on a critical resource. Some examples
include desalination of sea or grey water.
Reductions of reliance upon fresh water can also
lower costs and help make sheet metal fabrication
more sustainable.

The Key Issues:
Power Use: The processes that have to
be used to change sheet metal into useful
products consume a lot of energy. Each stage
of the process, including any actual fabrication,
transportation and distribution, consumes its
own share. To save money and help with the
environment, many manufactures have begun
to look into more eco-friendly technologies and
business processes.

in addition to
new presses we
also supply
pre-owned high
speed ‘precision’
presses and
feeders

Pre-owned presses
available from stock

We also provide a range of servo feeders to SUIT ANY
requirements, FOR MATERIAL up to 15mm thick and
two meter wide, for any power press.

Full refurbishments
and overhauls

‘Free’ Press tool trial capabilities available at our UK HQ, enabling
us to demonstrate the full benefits of Bruderer precision high
speed presses for you and indeed your customers. Feel free to
contact us with any questions.

Handling Waste: Lots of non-degradable waste
by-products are formed during the sheet metal
forming process. The problem of waste recycling
and disposal certainly isn’t the huge problem as in
the past years. However, there is
still more work to be done with many issues of
waste handling to be fully addressed.

Use of Raw Materials: It can be said that at the
present time many sheet metal products come
from non-renewable resources. These include ore
and minerals. Good recycling of these materials
can help somewhat with the issue of using raw
materials in a sustainable way. Sheet metal
manufactures that focus upon reuse and recycling

Society for The Environment (SocEnv)
There are now many professional licenced advisory bodies now
able to advice on environmental regulations as applicable to
manufacturing. In the UK SocEnv, with more than 7,400 registered
practicing Chartered Environmentalists (CEnv) and Environmental
Technicians (REnvTech) registrants, offer advice and registrations
through their Licenced Professional Bodies.
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Connect with us across Social Media

@Brudereruk

Special Report

Providing you
with 3 Presses in 1
The BPG 22 planetary gearbox developed by
BRUDERER is a world first, and something that
stamping experts and tool-makers have been
waiting for – for a long time. It is an additional
gearbox which will enable fully-automated
High-speed precision BRUDERER BSTA 510
stamping presses to be turned into test
machines for trying out new tools of speeds
at less than I stroke per min controlled an
increment at a time, and at a flick of a switch
return to full production from 100spm to
1500spm – creating incredible added value for
customers!

customer with real added value. A planetary
gearbox that is built into the shaft of the main
motor of a fully-automated stamping press
enables test runs to be carried out, steered by
manual control, at the lowest stroke rate and
at full press tonnage. In essence the machine
can be run from as little as 1 spm or micron
increments through BDC (bottom Dead centre)
at full tonnage of the machine in this case
50 tons.
The findings that are produced can then be
carried over exactly and used in the regular
production process. The advantages for
customers are manifested in:
• increased efficiency
• reduced costs
• less space required
• simple handling and more flexible work
processes such as forming etc
• There is also a gain in terms of logistics,
since tools have to be transported less often
The catalyst for
this development
was the servo press
technology which
has become far
more prevalent in
recent years on other machine types.

In the past, stamping/manuafcturing companies
who designed and made their own press tools
in-house had only one solution for these very
different tasks – they had stamping presses for
actual production whilst having to carry out
tool and stamping tests on a separate machine,
which would then as a rule stand idle until the
next series of tests, taking up valuable capital
and production space.

While it is of little or no use for stamping at
high stroke rates, which is one of BRUDERER’s
core competencies, it is however very suitable
for slower processes such as test stamping and
try-out of tools. BRUDERER therefore decided
to use these very properties and adapt them
to their high-performance fully-automated
stamping presses, and the result is the BPG 22.

THREE BECOMES ONE
This new development from BRUDERER now
offers a practical alternative which provides the
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The aim was to combine three machines in one
– namely to take a regular high-performance
fully-automated stamping press and equip it
at very low stroke rates with the capabilities
of a test press, which however do not have
any influence on the (day-to-day) functioning
at higher stroke rates. A particular challenge
was making the strength and torque which
are required for comprehensive test settings
available without the need for a significantly
larger electric motor or having to changing
something significant to the basic principles
of the tried and trusted BRUDERER stamping
press.
ALL DIFFERENT, ALL NEW
The project team found
themselves confronted
with quite a task. It was
not merely a case of
developing a planetary
gearbox – it had to be
a three-level version. The basic concept also
called for it to be enclosed in a rotating casing,
which posed a further challenge for project
manager Pascal Hardmeier and the rest of his
team.
After the gearbox had been constructed
mechanically, it was time to focus on the
development of the software, and this proved
to be an exciting challenge for Engineering,
and Sven Kächelin, in charge of the relevant
software development. This was a project where
production at low speed was the main priority
as opposed to stamping, and this meant that
everyone involved had to approach the project
from a completely different point of view.
The work on the BPG 22 also provided new
insights of a more general nature, for example
in terms of process monitoring or the behaviour
of BRUDERER fully-automated stamping presses
at low stroke rates. What Herbert Högger found
most impressive is the fact that the complete
tonnage of the machine is literally in the hands
of the machine operator. Kächelin found the
development of the manual control particularly
demanding. The requirement was for it to be

able to work
slowly but at
high strength
and this ended
up creating
various new
functionalities.
BRUDERER and the relevant suppliers were also
involved on the hardware side, and whereas
»speed at all costs« used to be the watchword,
now it is more a case of »slower but stronger«.
Consequently, everybody involved in the BPG
22 project has come to see the BRUDERER
stamping press in a new, previously unseen
light.
The result of
this teamwork
is a three-level
planetary
gearbox with
a ratio of
approximately
1:19. The real heart of the BPG 22 is the
software and the manual control for the
machine. The main functionalities include
the switching on and off of the gearbox in
test mode, movement of the machine and
adjustment of the ram height all via manual
control, as well as production at low stroke
rates. The data that is generated can then be
transferred to the tool data memory of the
machine’s control system.
EVERYTHING IN HAND
The manual control enables the speed of the
ram movement to be adjusted to different
levels. Maximum press capacity and the highest
torque levels can also be set and recorded.
The machine operator can thus start the top and
bottom dead centre individually and move the
ram to precisions of a hundredth of a millimetre.
The manual control can activate and control
the functions that are required for test mode.
This for example means that the ram and the
upper part of the tool can be moved extremely
slowly onto the lower part, imitating a stamping
process and testing move slowly forwards or
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backwards in fixed geometrical increments or by
regulated shifting using pre-set values.
Backwards movement can be implemented
depending on the tool, and the permitted press
capacity can be changed where necessary.
The operator can also specify breakoff criteria
for continuation or return stroke in the control
system.
The manual control has several different
indications. A multi-coloured display shows the
maximum and current press capacity, the press
angle in degrees and the distance of the ram
from the lower dead centre. The control also
enables error messages from the machine to
be displayed and acknowledged. It is linked to
the machine by a pluggable cable and can be
used in front of or behind the fully-automated
stamping press, with the necessary cable
connections built in on both sides. If the manual
control is not required, it can be stored in the
wall mounting that is delivered as standard or
attached by means of a magnet to a place of
the operator’s choice around the machine.
FUNCTIONAL AND PRACTICAL
The press has the ability to be programmed
in every press operation you would require
and act like a servo press, especially for doing
forming work with component parts where its
critical to slow the stamping process down
through bottom dead centre, to help with small
drawn parts or critically formed areas where the

material is able to flow progressively.
Therefore, the approach from top dead centre
to a given position can be up to speed of say
100spm and then through bottom dead centre
at say 10spm and return top thereafter at
90spm.
The BPG 22 has no negative effects on the
regular stamping process. On the BSTA 510
when it is in stamping mode, the usual stroke
rates of between 100 and approximately 1100
strokes per minute, depending on the machine
size, are still possible. The BPG 22 also has no
effect on the footprint of the machine – the
planetary gearbox is fitted in a way that the
stamping press needs no extra floor space to
accommodate it, which is another advantage
compared with previous solutions which
required separate equipment for test and
production functions.
The new planetary gearbox option is available
from 28-ton machines up to 160-ton machines,
with three different die bed lengths of 950mm
to 2.2 meters.
The conclusion is the customer will have a very
efficient and versatile high-speed precision
press, justification for Capital investment is
three-fold for the cost of only one machine,
representing excellent value for money, residual
value would be increased due to the versatility
of such a machine.

Examples below of products/applications that can be produced on a Bruderer press with the BPG.

All produced on one
machine, with accuracy
to less than 1 micron.
For more information on the
BRUDERER BPG, or any other
aspect of our machines,
please contact one of our
dedicated sales team.
BRUDERER UK LTD, Luton.
T. 01582 560300
E. mail@bruderer.com
W. bruderer.co.uk

Calling Young Members!
Take control of your future!
The Institute of Sheet Metal Engineering is
recruiting new members onto our committee to
represent the growing number of apprentices
wishing to become actively involved in shaping
and developing the future of sheet metal
forming in the UK.
As a member of the committee you will be part
of the active community who work to recognise,
reward and promote the world-class skills of UK
sheet metal working apprentices.
You will contribute to organising and
promoting this year’s Skills Competition,
an event that has been running for 50 years,
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including promoting the event on social media,
contacting collages and reaching out to sheet
metalworking companies to spread the word
about the competition.
You will be invited to committee meetings,
which you can join in person or via Skype or
telephone.
We are looking for current apprentices and also
those that have recently finished their training.
If you have questions or would like to put your
name forward please contact us at
ismesec@gmail.com

